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KINDERGARTEN/FOUNDERS 

What adventures we have had. Amazing castles have been built in the forest, with 

beautiful bed chambers  to accommodate all the guests. Nearby shops have provided the 

customers with all manner of drinks, fruit and pizza. A market or two has enabled the 

people (including the King and Queen) to purchase the handmade goods and to taste the 

delectable food prepared by a variety of cooks. 

 

A group of sailors sailed to the South Pole and were delighted to see penguins and a very 

large polar bear sitting on rocks near the icy waters. House builders have been busy, 

designing a variety of houses—tree-houses, round houses and even a huge house boat. 

The river on which the house boat travelled seaward abounded in fish with special fishing 

lines designed by the crew, who managed to get a good catch. 

 

The crew have also been busy singing a variety of songs, tapping and clapping to the 

rhythms of various rhymes, poems and circle dances. They have a great time with 

Lieutenant Robert, who has kept them trim with various ball games, skipping and many 

other games. A lovely lady known as Louise has come aboard our ship. She has a beautiful 

voice and the crew have been more than happy to learn her songs, dances and circle 

games. The village people and the ship's crew have also been busy with artistic 

activities—drawing, painting, modelling, cooking and of course, making their beautiful 

caped dolls and weaving wonders. 

 

Another delightful lady known as Catherine has been very busy too. Her magic fingers, 

her insights and open heartedness continue to support this happy village and ship's crew 

in a most wonderful way. A hearty thank you to her. Also to another lady, Paula, who 

often visits us, we extend our gratitude for her generosity and positivity. 

 

The village people will be boarding the ship once again to attend a bonfire hosted by Ange 

and Dino. We are certainly looking forward to this evening under the stars.  

 

My very best wishes, 

Captain Von Hesse 

 

CLASS ONE 

Class One have grown so much in the past three terms, and it is wonderful to witness 

their enthusiasm and thirst for new knowledge, skills, stories and friendships. 

Since I last wrote, the class has completed a Home Surrounds block of “Hearth and 

Home”. The crafts of keeping house were experienced, from washing to baking, building 

and mending; giving the children a sense of what a household requires in order to 

function, but also a sense of the care and joy with which we can approach all of life’s 

tasks, spectacular and mundane alike! 

 

Right near the end of last term, Class one received their own recorders with great  



excitement. They soon heard about all of the animals that share ‘Rapunzel’s Tower’, and 

the children have now learnt quite a collection of songs they can play together. 

At the start of term three we completed our introduction to all of the sounds of our 

alphabet, and are now writing words and sentences. In the stories such as ‘The Six Swans’ 

and ‘The Golden Goose’ we found pictures with which we were able to explore these final 

sounds (letters), which we had yet to explore together. 

 

We have since written some lovely, long lines from A.A.  Milne’s poem ‘Puppy and I’, and 

are now writing other small sentences from other stories and Morning Circle songs. 

In our Maths work, it has been the story of ‘The Two Travellers’, a tailor and a cobbler, 

who undertook a long journey in order to find good work, which provided us with plenty of 

number problems to be solved. The class illustrated their working out with numbers and 

pictures. 

 

In our current Maths block, the children have met a family of brothers who are to collect 

12 jewels for their father every day. Two of the brothers (called Plus and Times) can 

collect more. Others (like Minus) come back with fewer. There is also one very generous 

brother who loves to share (Divide). Their wise and fair father ensures that all of his 

family lives happily and well. The principals of the four mathematical processes are thus 

introduced to the children. The brothers must also be able to count, not only by ones, but 

also by twos, threes, fives and tens. 

 

To complete this term, the class will embark on another Home Surrounds block, in which 

they will observe, talk about, draw, and model flowers, bees and other animals. We will 

also explore water: where we find it, who drinks from it, who uses it and how. 

 

In craft, with Cindy, the class have enjoyed knitting a huge collection of chickens, large 

and small! They are now making dolls with all sorts of hats, bags and other accessories. 

Thank you, Cindy. Music sessions have been a time of sweet singing and lively musical 

games. Thank you to Louise for this wonderful opportunity each week. Robert has taken 

Class One for games on Friday afternoons. This is the perfect way to end the week, as 

they return to me in the classroom with shining eyes and rosy cheeks! Thank you to 

Leanne for Eurythmy, where the children are gradually developing a sense of harmonic 

movement with one another. Finally, to our dear Class One assistant and German teacher, 

Georgia: Danke schön! These new lessons bring great joy into our room! 

 

In the playground, Class One have been enjoying vigorous games of soccer and playing on 

the green monkey bars. The sand pit has become the site of an enormous coffee machine, 

and more recently a bay with several islands!  On some of the wet days, beautiful small 

worlds have been built inside the classroom using stones, shells, dolls and blocks. 

Blackboard drawing has been a popular activity on these cold days too. 

 

I look forward to next term with great anticipation, and I have been very pleased with 

what the class has achieved so far, both inside and outside the classroom. 

Love, Paul 



CLASS TWO 

I would like to thank Lynda Smedhurst for working with Class 2 whilst I took some leave at 

the end of last term. Class 2 worked on their Ocean Secrets block and Lynda encouraged 

some beautiful poems, written work, clay work and beautiful drawings. Many thanks, Lynda. 

 

This term we worked on an exciting Celtic story, "The Celtic Dragon Myth", which followed 

the journeys of three brothers along three different pathways. Along the way each was 

tested in courage, each overcoming adversity to found their own kingdom. Wonderful 

writings and artwork were created and many beautiful dragons were made to grace our 

room. We then began a Home Surroundings block, Treasures of the Earth, looking at the 

wonders it holds—crystals, coal, diamonds and underground caverns. Much conversation and 

imagination was shared and a diorama of some special gnomes was created. 

 

Maths sees us solidifying the 2, 5 and 10 times tables to support our work with money. (We 

will have a market stall in Class 3 to consolidate this work.) Then we moved on to a block 

where we again met our old friend Mrs Tiggywinkle as she bagged, boiled, planted and 

divided potatoes into sacks. She had to deal with many rotten potatoes as well. 

 

We returned to our Celtic stories for the last part of term. The children worked on 

retelling parts of the story of Finn McCool—sentence work, capitals, commas and full stops, 

talking marks plus their own written pieces. This will form our play performance in term 

four. 

 

We would like to thank all those who support the class in so many ways. Cindy for her 

wonderful stitches and knitting, Louise for her beautiful songs and recorder, Robert for 

the 'games' and class support, Leanne for Eurythmy, Michelle for her support in class and, 

together with Justine, for all the bandages when needed. Plus Georgia for the fun German 

classes and maths support and Susie for the support with English and spelling. You all make 

our days shine. 

 

Altogether a full, exciting term. 

Regards, Lisette 

 

CLASS THREE 

Class 3 have worked on a Home Surrounds unit of work (Houses), two Mathematics units of 

work (Capacity and Equations) and an English unit (Noah), since our earlier Ghilgai Gifts 

publication in June. 

 

Our House block focus was to consider the building or construction of houses alongside the 

geographical location and the community focus of the houses and homes.  We looked at the 

types of houses that were built by the house dwellers and their community out of local, 

natural materials and the needs and lifestyle of the people in their locality. We also  

considered the wonderful homes that animals build and where they locate their nests or 

burrows or dens and the materials they choose.  A focus of the work was to consider the 

needs of the community and the social interaction of the people, both within the house— 



home—and the community.  It was the community and house dwellers that constructed 

the houses, not specialist tradespeople that we have today working on houses. Our houses 

ranged from the tent dwellers like Jacob and Joseph’s from the ancient land of Canaan; 

the tepees of the plains native Americans; cave dwellings; ancient Egyptian mud houses 

and the mud-brick/adobe houses of other regions; stilt homes both in the jungle and by 

lakes and beach; turf roof houses and sod houses; thatched roof houses and straw 

houses; stone houses; a variety of wooden houses; treehouses; and a wonderful array of 

community houses from long houses with totem and decoration to the igloo.  We ranged 

across many types of houses and homes that were for community dwelling and for family 

generations and that were homes for a family of parents and children.  Permanent homes 

as well as seasonal homes.  We also considered boat houses, the Romany caravans and of 

course, the modern home of today and its construction and tradespeople.  We 

constructed a “goat hair” tent tableau in our classroom that included the people, animals, 

travellers, room configurations and models of the people undertaking their daily tasks.  

We made matchbox size mud bricks that were used to configure different styles of 

adobe dwellings. The children also wrote an imaginative writing piece about their own 

‘wondrous home’, located anywhere they chose.  There were some treehouses, some 

undersea homes and some great imaginative mansions. 

 

Our first Maths block was to continue the investigation of formal units of measurement 

by considering capacity.  What is a liquid and how do we know (and estimate) how much 

liquid we have?  Certainly, a different unit of measure to that used in our length/distance 

unit.  Again there was much inquiry about various vessels and their capacity, how much 

does this container hold compared to other containers?  Can we predict from looking at 

the shape?  There was much pouring and considering of our blue liquid.  We found which 

containers were useful vessels for litres, millilitres and which containers would hold 

megalitres—dams, lakes, swimming pools, and tankers were all considered useful. 

 

Our next Maths block was on linear equations.  Our inspiration was the shepherds who 

look after their flock and need to be aware of their tally of sheep/goats and to trade 

their flocks, divide their flocks, and increase and decrease the flock.  The calculations 

involved solving the missing number, using an equation with more than one maths process 

and using all the mathematical symbols to give accurate number statements about the 

flock.  The children calculated mathematically as well as giving verbal accounts of their 

flocks and also pictorial representations of their numerical calculations. 

 

Our English block was inspired by the story of Noah and the Great Flood.  We further 

developed our writing and reading skills, editing skills and punctuation.  We worked on 

direct speech writing pieces.  We used the conventions of word contractions. We had a 

focus on developing our writing with the awareness and richness that adjectives make to 

our sentences and story. So many wonderful ways to describe the flood, animals of the 

ark, and the character of Noah himself.  We now know about adjectives, nouns and verbs.  

We used the Noah story for our clay work and crayon drawings.  We also wrote about 

aspects of the early life of Moses and completed a series of paintings depicting 

important landmarks in his life. 



We are currently undertaking our first Home Project for school—a model of a house.  

We have timelines to follow, pre-planning drawings, materials to locate and co-builders 

to employ. I am looking forward to viewing the results of the labour. 

 

We have continued to enjoy the work with our Specialist Teachers, and their input into 

Gardening, German, Music, Eurythmy, Physical Education and Craft, and for some of us 

our instrumental music of piano/cello/violin.  We thank all of these teachers for their 

work with us.  We also thank Susie and Georgia, Robert and Michelle for the work they 

do to assist us, both in the classroom and also individually. 

 

We still have the riches of the offerings of the end of Term 3 and the work of Term 4 

ahead of us.  Well done Class 3! 

Warm regards, Veronica 

 

CLASS FOUR 

 
Class 4 is a year of expanding horizons, where we begin to look at topics such as history, 

geography and aspects of science in a more structured way,  rather than simply using 

themes or backdrops. We also learn techniques and skills to make our number work more 

efficient, and all the while, both in Main Lessons and other times, we are striving for 

effective and creative use of language. 

 

Our first history block, as such, was the Voyage of James Cook. The story of Cook's 

life would almost be sufficient for a Main Lesson block in itself—from his humble 

beginnings in Yorkshire to his eventual legacy as one of Britain's greatest explorers. 

 

In introducing the topic, I tried to make the children aware of the huge changes, 

cultural, scientific and industrial, which were taking place in Europe in the late 

eighteenth century. We also became aware of the hazardous and uncomfortable nature 

of life aboard a sailing ship. We learned something of navigation and mapping, and 

aspects of this country which must have seemed strange indeed to the explorers, 

especially Banks and Solander, namely the flora and fauna. These activities also lent 

themselves to some beautiful artwork. I particularly liked the children's botanical 

drawings. 

 

In between times we completed a useful and enjoyable block on Graphing and visual 

representation of numbers. We learned the functions of bar graphs, pie graphs and line 

graphs, what each is particularly useful for. This block also served to sharpen up our 

measurement and graphic skills. 

 

We have now embarked on our third language block based on Norse Myths—this time 

the Gods of Asgard. There are some great opportunities here for written expression as 

the dwellers of Asgard interact with each other.  We will also be honing our skills in 

grammar and vocabulary as we follow their activities. 



As I write, the children have just been given instructions for their class projects—to 

create an animal in its 'natural' setting. I have encouraged them to get started early, so 

as to actually enjoy the process. Prior to the setting of the task, we spent two weeks 

brushing up on our research skills, using an index, alphabetical order, some aspects of 

scientific names, among other things. The result was a lovely batch of Main Lesson books 

entitled Australian Fauna. I hope the children can carry over not just the skills, but also 

the enjoyment, into their home assignments. I am looking forward to seeing their efforts 

come to fruition. I always love to see the animal projects starting to roll in during term 

four. We have booked an excursion at the end of this term to Healesville Sanctuary. We 

are looking forward to it very much. I especially love the raptor display. A few years ago 

I was given the privilege of holding a (semi) tame wedge-tailed eagle. The feeling of 

having this magnificent creature on my arm is one that will always stay with me. It's 

great to see their comeback after the decades of abuse they suffered during the 

twentieth century. 

 

It's great to see Georgia back with her German classes after our block booking at the 

gymnasium. The children all love her lessons and have missed her presence in the 

classroom. I hope her lessons continue well into the future. Also, I would like to thank our 

hard working specialist teachers, as well as our trusty band of replacement teachers who 

are indispensable during the cold and flu season. 

 

All the best, David 

 

CLASS FIVE 

The Class 5 year is a year of expansion. We've entered world history via the ancient 

civilizations of India, China and very soon, Greece. In Geography we've gained a better 

understanding of our continent—its topography, cities, states, surrounding oceans, near 

neighbours. We conversed a little on sustainable living—where do we get our vegies from? 

Water? Milk? Grains? Clothes? Manufactured products, etc? 

 

We're just entering a Block of Human Biology—the wonder of our body. Our deep need 

for air, water, food, sleep; our wonderful skeletal structure and strong muscles. It is 

indeed a kind of temple in which we live so we need to understand it, to honour it and care 

for it. 

 

Mathematically we've pondered more deeply the wonders of the "number world" and 

recorded our explorations—negative numbers, doubling, halving, prime and composite 

numbers, reciprocal laws, expanded place value, rounding, the power of nought, etc. We 

had a great Geometry Block in which we discovered regular polygons and stellar forms 

hidden in the dynamics of the circle. Next year we'll use a compass and explore 

geometrical constructions. 

 

The myth of Perseus and The Gorgon formed the back drop for our main Literacy Block—

consolidation of grammatical forms in sentence enrichment, reading for meaning, lots of  



written expression and further development of our personal editing skills. Our 

composition skills are nourished by our artistic work. Rich imaginative thinking and writing 

go hand in hand with vibrant, evocative drawings—art works at a foundational level; it is 

not just 'pretty stuff' for the afternoon. We share our writing with you in further pages. 

 

German has been a delight this term—danke schon, Georgia. Louise, Julie, Leanne, 

Robert—to you our thanks for weekly pleasure and nourishment. 

 

We're looking forward to a wonderful class camp coming up in Term 4. 

Love, Ruth 

CLASS SIX 

Class 6 have commenced mid-year in Medieval times. We have gained an understanding of 

how agriculture helped sustain the community—the idea that a Lord and Lady of a manor 

created a small working village. This community then existed closely with seasonal 

influences and the festivals held in celebration of the harvests. 

 

We have looked at particular roles—the Blacksmith, the Goosegirl and the Steward are 

examples here. Class 6 created a wonderful mural that illustrates the manor house at 

Oldcroft Village and its surroundings: the fields, church, blacksmith all located in common 

areas with peasant cottages. Class 6 have written very descriptive letters associated with 

this time. The letters describe the jobs and emotions of young children who worked in 

these times. Next we complete the Maths block which covers agricultural topics and the 

division of work within the groups of Serfs. 

 

Soon we travel to blocks in Geometry, acoustics and further stories from the Medieval 

world. The year is really unfolding and after Class 6 reflect on the topics of years gone 

by, we are completing a whole circle, you might say. 

 

Class 6 enjoy and appreciate all of the other classes throughout each week. Classes in 

Craft with Julie have included the creative expression demonstrated in the Class 6 

dolls ... wonderful detail ...  beautiful mosaics and much more. We have enjoyed learning a 

new language—German with Georgia. It's exciting to hear the children practice this 

language. Robert has had a busy year with Class 6—recently they've been to a local 

facility to have basketball tuition and have experienced a number of team games. Further 

to this Robert has also been teaching in different areas too. All of  his time and energy is 

appreciated! Eurythmy continues with Leanne; here there are complex spatial patterns 

with flowing gestures, accompanied by the piano. Recently John has visited Class 6 for 

Civics ... teachings of our society and legal system. 

 

We have many more supports—Susie with Literacy, Georgia for Maths skills, Anne and 

Robyn too. Thank you for all your specialisation helping Class 6 achieve their best—the 

support is invaluable. Thank you also to our office ladies—Michelle who also assists us in 

class, and Justine, who helps us with everything! We have many helping hands! 

                    Best wishes from Karen and Class 6 



EVENTS AND DATES 

 
 TERM 3 ENDS           FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 18 

 

 TERM 4 BEGINS    MONDAY OCTOBER 12 

 

  

 IN-SERVICE DAY     MONDAY NOVEMBER 2  

 **student free day** 

  

 MELBOURNE CUP DAY    TUESDAY NOVEMBER 3  

 **student free day**  

 

 SCHOOL PHOTOS     MONDAY NOVEMBER 9 

 

 OPEN DAY      SUNDAY NOVEMBER 22  

 

 STUDENT FREE DAY     MONDAY NOVEMBER 23 

  

 TERM 4 ENDS      THURSDAY DECEMBER 10  

 

 

GHILGAI STEINER SCHOOL         295 LIVERPOOL RD KILSYTH 3137          PH: 9728 5819         ABN: 69-005-986-407 

 

GERMAN CLASSES 

 

This term in German the children have been learning some songs about 

the birds starting to sing and make music in Spring. (Alle Vögel sind schon 
da). They have also sung a song of a cuckoo and a donkey arguing about 

who can sing ‘besser’ in Spring. (Der Kuckuck und der Esel)  
 

We continue to practise our numbers and days of the week. I am 

particularly enjoying the many greetings and conversations I have with 

the children in the classroom and in the playground. It is lovely to hear, 

‘Mir geht es gut, danke!’ 

 

Last but not least, the children have enjoyed the visits from some special 

animal friends that help us learn German! 

                Deine Georgia 



 

 

PERSEUS ASKS PALLAS ATHENA ABOUT HIS JOURNEY 

 

Perseus: "Am I right in assuming that her death-dealing gaze will  

turn me to stone? Has not her gaze turned many braver and wiser  

than me to stone? I feel my feet quaking in my shoes at the thought  

of attempting such a terrible feat against such a monstrous beast." 

 

Pallas Athena: "Take this shield of brass. Many, it is true, have tried 

before you, but none have had the divine weapons of the gods. Her 

image cannot harm you. When you look into the shield, you may  

look upon the Gorgon without fear." 

           Lavender 

WORK SAMPLES FROM CLASS 5 

 

PERSEUS TELLS HIS MOTHER ABOUT MEDUSA THE GORGON 

 

I found myself in a terrifying place where there was neither day nor 

night, just an eternal twilight. Nothing was in the right place, there 

was no love anywhere. Suddenly I heard a rustle of wings and then I 

saw a glitter of sharp claws. I realised it was Medusa and so I stopped 

and pondered. 

 

I walked closer and got out my shield but then I stopped and looked 

down at Medusa and saw there was still beauty and yet terror within 

her. Soon I realised, however, that there was more terror than beauty. 

She had razor sharp claws and her hair was venomous vipers and her 

eyes were as red as blood and if you looked upon her eyes they would 

turn you to stone almost in seconds. 

 

I stepped closer and held up my shield and struck at Medusa while 

facing the shield. I cut off Medusa's head and quickly wrapped it up  

in the goat's skin while facing the other way, then I quickly made  

my way towards Atlas. 

             Ruby B. 



“Perseus Fighting the Gorgons” ~ Willo, Class 5 

 



“The Goosegirl from Oldcroft Village in Medieval Times” ~ Ella,  Class 6 

“A Blacksmith from Oldcroft Village in Medieval Times” ~ Zye,  Class 6 



 

FROM OUR GERMAN CLASSES 

Stella, Class 5 

  

Ashton-Rose, Class 6


